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Rewarding Excellence with Annual Redirected Dollars is Heedless 

 
 
 
 The Colorado State Senate proposes Bill SB17-200, the “Reward Act”. Under the Bill, the 

Department of Education (DOE) would identify “peer school districts” based on geographic and 

demographic characteristics. The DOE would then rank student performance amongst peer school 

districts and award the top 20 performing school districts excellence funding. The Bill includes 

public school districts and the state charter school institute (institute) in its definition of “school 

district”. 

 The Bill states that 1% of the State’s current public school funding would be used for 

excellence funding. Excellence funding would be awarded to the 10 highest-performing rural 

school districts and 10 highest-performing non-rural school districts



poverty achievement gap2. The Bill is suggesting excellence funding as a “creative” way to close 

the achievement gap and boost graduation rates.  

 A good education policy would maximize the economic benefits on an individual and 

collective level. For individuals, two of the primary economic benefits commonly associated with 

investment in education are higher individual earnings and increased productivity. Societally, 

healthier citizens, improved human capital, and lower levels of unemployment are all positive 

externalities of education. For instance, if an education policy reduces the amount of unhealthy 

citizens, then the associated reduction in health care costs is shared across society.  The Reward 

Act lacks consideration of the socially optimal allocation of public school funding in terms of 

economic benefits.  

 At first glance the Reward Act’s proposed “tournament” setting appears to encourage 

competition among school districts. However, tournament theory establishes an inefficiency result 

given a discrepancy in ability between competitors4. 



 The Reward Act redirects public school funding to the highest preforming school districts. 

There is evidence that the highest preforming school districts are also the wealthiest school 

districts, and that the lowest preforming school districts are also the poorest school districts. For 

instance, Battistich et al. find that poverty is negatively related to student performance on 

standardized tests5. It then appears that the proposed Reward Act is just redistribution in favor of 

the rich. 

 Another issue with awarding excellence funding to high performing schools is that there 

are diminishing returns to investment in education. In this context, diminishing returns means that 

an increase in funding would have a greater impact on low performing schools than high 

performing schools.  

 There is substantial evidence of diminishing returns to investment in education in literature.  

For example, a 2014 report from the National Bureau of Economic Research found that a 20% 

increase per-pupil spending for poor children lead to “about 0.9 more completed years of 

education, 25 percent higher earnings, and a 20 percentage-point reduction in the annual incidence 

of adult poverty”6. No effects were found for children from wealthy families. The Reward Act is 

likely to increase per-pupil spending for children from wealthy families, and therefore is not 

socially optimal. 

 If properly structured, monetary incentives have the potential to raise achievement in 

schools. Monetary incentives can be either input (effort) incentives or output (outcome) incentives. 

Economic theory suggests that output incentives may be more effective and efficient. The 
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reasoning is that input incentives are “costly to monitor, rewarding inputs may lead to 

misallocation, agents are heterogeneous, and production functions may not be observed”7. 

However, empirical evidence suggests that input incentives are ex post more effective than input 

incentives.    

 In a 2011 empirical study,8 Allan and Fryer investigate the impact monetary incentives, for 






